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orthogonal orbitaIs (vx and (q,),

1,ln-on
NormalIy atoms and molecules with two ekctrons in
orbital
(Q)P and ~9~) have a
triplet ground state with a corresponding singlet
state higher by 2K,,
the two-ekxtron exchange
integral between q= and P,,_ Atomic examples
inchrde C and Si where the (up)’ configuration
leads to a 3P ground state Molecu3ar examples
include (a) a_. where the ground configuration has
two eIectrons in % orb&Is leading to a 32;
ground state with the ‘As state 1 eV higher [l] and
(b) CH,, where the (a)(o) configuration

leds to a 3B, state with the corresponding ‘B,
state 1.6 eV higher [2]_ .
Exceptions to thismolecuiar Hund’s r&e are
known-. One exampIe is the SO”-twisted form of
ethyIene_.Since the two unpa+d electrons tie in
.-

:
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(2)

we would expect a ground state trip!et with the
singIet state at = l-4 keaI (K,, e O-7 kcaI at R,
= 1_4S A)_ However* whiIe Hartree-Fock CalarIations lead to just such resulti (&-FE,=
l-4 kcaI
for R,=
1_48 A), various calculations inchtding
electron coneIation show that the singlet state
actuaIIy lies l-2
kcaI b&w the tripIet [3,4].
Another exampIe is square cycIobutadiene, for
which molecular orbital theo~ predicts a triplet
coupling
between the two s&y
occupied, degenerate Q orbit&_ As with twisted ethylme,
Hartree-Foek yields a triplet ~gr-oundstate., but
eon-eIated wavefunctions indicate the- sixigIet is
= 10 kcaI Iower than the &ipIet.
KoIImar and Sta&mIer [+ analyzed these Ad
two other systems, squ&e planar Ha‘ and-planar
methane, in terms of a configuration interaction
waveftinction invoIving singIe excitations from the
Hartree-Fock wavefunction- From this‘a&&is,
they provided an explanation involving _~&nunGc
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(DSP), an effect first proposed by
Borden [5I_ Since their work, the DSP concept has
been d&&ed
and invoked by others [6& and has
thus gained some acceptance as an explanation for
Hund’s rule vioIation% We wish -to offer an ahernative view of the origins of these exceptions.
In each of the above systems, the correct prediction of a ground s&c singlet arises ~tUl-ZiUJf
when a valence bond (vs)
analysis is employed in
place of the moIecuIar orbital description In
cyclobutadiene, for example, the four a electrons
are readiIy coupled into two ‘3 bonds (singIet
state),

spikpobrkztion

sl
Simiiariy, square H,
(sir&et state),

forms two sigma bonds

H-H
H-H

Consider a system with one eIectron in orbital
rp* and one dectron in orbital (Pi_ We can form
two different two-ekztron states: a singlet state
%=(cp,cp,+(PtR..)(oB-Ba)

E.&+E;

1+s;

=E,t--2-,

(da)

1+s$

E,=

@b)

in which Eab is the energy tif the product wave.
function papa,
Esb=(~=~bIHI~=~b>=h~~-hab-Ld*,
S. is the overlap (cp, IQ),,), and Ez
change energy” [A *,

(5)
is the “ex-

where ‘W is the fulI electronic hamiltonian. hA is
the one-electron integral (a 1h lb) l*, Ja is the
two-ekctron
Coulomb integral, and &,
is the
two-electron exchange integral_Here
(7)

= (P&s

- ¶wPap@

energies
of

is the quantity determining whether the &r&et
state or triplet state is lower, negative r leads to
singIet, while positive T leads to triplet. For cases
where ‘p, and q+, overlap. the one-eIectron terms
(including h,)
generally
dominate the positive
two&+-on
terms ( Kab - S&J,)
SO that
T is
negative,

Ieading

to

a- singlet

of

this

state_

An

is

iz

i- pd-

ground

H, in which the singIet Iies
below the triplet, even at large R when S, is quite
smah. It is this negative 7 term that gives rise to
the bonding between overLappingorbita and we
can say that the singlet state is bonding, while the
triplet state is antiinding
If 9, and (P,, are orthogonal. as in twisted
ethylene (2), then r= Kab is pcsitiv~ so that the
triplet state lies below
the singIet state by 2K,This is the basis of Htmd’s ruIe For confi,ourations having singly occupied 0rthogonaI orbit&
the high-spin state should be lowest since it maximizes the number of exchange integrals that con-

example

@a)

and a tripIetstate.

The

Es=

.-

T=E$-S;E~

In each of these cases there is a resonance between
two equivalent structures, Ieading to additional
stabihzation of the-sin@et state In this paper we
treat the twisted-ethylene casz. which requires a
somewhat more sophisticated anaIysis_ We show
that the VI! approach not only predicts the singlet-triplet inversion for twisted ethyIene but also
more directly exhiiits the physic9 origin of this
effect - intraatomic spin coupling_ Thus we fmd
that viohttion of Hund’s iule arises naturahy from
the sfatic etectron correlation effects intrinsic to the
VB description, and it is nof necesmry to invoke
dynamic correlation effects

*

as

(3b)

these wavefunctionscan be written

the ad&&mal
ekiiuom areaIIin
tbantwvdcctnny
doubly oaupiai orbitak mnuno~pco both state%For such a
c?Se.thcfieId--arising~theacrackurolls~
mntaincdinthconc-&ctronopcxalorh.
_

.

7=K_

=_0_7 kcal,

:

1 ‘(8)

sugge&ing that the triplet-stateshould lie lower by2 KI, = l-4 kcaI. In fact, however, quality caIcuIaiions fmd the singlet state below the iriplet by 23
kcaI. To understand this effect we must consider
more than just the two u electrons.

3. AnaIyGs for four ebtrons
3-L Long R case

Consider two methylene molecules, oriented as
in twisted ethylene, but separated by a huge distance R,

the sum of aII interfragment exchange.+xrgie$ -.
defined ex&t.Iy asm the two-ehzctioncase (6).?For
the _methylene-methylene case ‘(9),: this -exchange.
:
energy becomes
: -.
1
rimcr = 5& +5&4-?-._++x,
=7*iK~;+K_~ji&:-

.-

-r

and q$ are the only inter-fragmento&it.&
that overlap; r&
represents simply a bond -.betweed cp~and cp,(this negative bonding term r-.is
much laro,er than the positive exchange integr&
KIT + K_ f K,,), and we can see from (ll) that.
this bonding is ah that distin~@shes the~different
spin states cncrgeticahy. Evahrating f(S) for the
three possible states (S = 0, S = 1, S = 2) yields
Since q+

~. (Ma)

En=b++rinler,
5
Err=b
8

(14b)

3

En=b-rhe.
9
Each methylene is a ground state triplet, so that
the total spin function should maintain this intrafragmentcoupling This leads to the well-known
Heisenberg spectrum of states for two weakly coupled, interacting high-spin systems, in which the
energy cau be expressed as &9J
E(S)=n-JS(S-i-l),

(KC?

E(S)

= b +f(S)r,,*

(11)

where b is a base energy independent of S~(anaIogous to E, in +e two$ectron case), and f(S) is
givenby
~.
f(s)=

[ -s(s.+

1) i&]/n’

_

-_ (12)

&I

Thus, of these three states that maintain the char:
acter of two triplet methyIenes (IT states), the
singlet state has haIf a sigma bon& the triplet is
non-bonding. and the quintet is antibonding
Hence, at long R we expect the singlet to be
lowest, with the splitting pattern

(10)

where S is the totai spin of the system, a is a base
energy independent of S, and J is the Heiscnberg
coupling constant that depends on internuclear
distance and can be positive or neggtive- We fmd
that a more useful expression is

413

Etm)/(

E,” - Es*)

= 2.

(1%

just as predicted by (10).

At short R the sigma bonding becomes quite
imgtit,
and to maximize this effect, the wavefunction tends toward a VB couphng of q+ and w
(V,cp,+&,)(+

Rcx)_’

i (16)

The-orthog&raI orbitab, qx and q,, which 2 not’
involved in this bonding, may be coupI&.Iinto.~a
singlet or a triplet as discussed in section 2 For

et&

of these states there is a full sigma bond, so
the triplet lies below the siugIet by 2&r_ In the
VB wavefimction, the a aud ‘E orbit&- on each
carbon are no longer coupled into the tripIet state
appropriate for the methyIene fragment- Hence,
the VB wavefunctions allow a firII sigma bond
(worth = 93 kcaI at R,) at the expense of haIf the
intrafmgment exchauge, while the Tf states maximize the intrafragment exchauge (K,, f K,, = 40
kcal) but with reduced sigma bonding As might
be anticipated, the optimum wavefunction is a
compromise between these two limits_ If the states
were purely VI3 at R,, the triplet would be lower
(in accord with Huud’s rule), but because of residual long Rm
character in both states. the singIet
s&II Iies below the triplet

4. Description

0ftItebondingfromGVES

aorm

CAFS6ON--

(A)

OlsrrnE

Fig I. The variation
of thespin characteras a functionof R.
The quantitypIotta-3is the angle betarm rhe VB sp-m vector
and die optimum spin nttor dixidai by the angk benvan the
VBand-ITspinveors
(300 for singIcc.and 4”‘for uipIcc)_
This yicId.5a quantity that ranges from 0 for a pure VFS spin
function to 1.0 for pure lT_

d~tiOQS

We present here the resuhs of spin-optimized
generalized valence bond [lo] (GVB) caIcuIations
on twisted ethylene that confirm the qualitative
explanation presented above_
The deta.iIs of the caIcuIation are in appendix B.
AI1 calculations were performed using orthogonai
orbitals, buE the wavefunctions may be rigorously
rewritten as [ll)

pattern [as given by (1511 for R greater than 3 k
We notice aIso iu this region that the amount of
VB character in the tripIet is roughIy twice that of
the siugIet, which is reasonable since the triplet
gains a fulI bcmdiug interaction by mixiug iu VB,
while the singIet gains only a half bonding interaction_ As R is further decreased, both states be-

(17)
and

iu which v1 and PI, may overIap_ The spin fuuctious xy
cud x;” are the VB spin couphugs
appropriate for short R, and XT and XT are the
long-R (IT) spin couplings. It is important to note
that these spin functions are not orthogomd, but
were chosen because the spin coefficients in this
representation give a direct accounting of _ the
amount of long-R versus Short-R character iu the
wavefuuctiou_ In fig_ 1 we show the variation of
the spin character as a function of R_ As expected,
-both the singlet and triplet states are wmpleteIy
Tf-coupled
at Iong R, and examiuation of fig 2
shows a neatly quantitative HeisenbergspIitting
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.-come dominated by VI3 coupling for which the
triplet is better than the singlet; However, since
this bias is only 2K&: the r&dual Tf character
keeps the tripIet above the sir&et at R,, As the
triplet energy approaches the E,- iK,,
asymptote at short R (dashed line in fig. 2), *&e triplet
does cross over and becomes the lowest state (for
R c 1.28 A).
Even. at the equiliiritim bond length, there is
roughly 14% TP character, in the triplet state,
indicating the importance of the intra-methylene
tripiet coupling_ The singlet state, which loses only
half as much bonding as TT’ character is mixed in,
is over 40% Tf at the energy minimum. At very
short R, the TT’ character in the singlet state
actuahy begins to increase again. This may be due
to a decrease in bonding strength as the carbons
are forced too close together, enabling the ‘IT
character to be built in with less penalty.

5 Conchtsions

We find that GVFl wavefunctions

for twisted
ethylene quantitatively reproduce the singtet-triplet inversion obtained by other workers using
higher Ievels of correlation_ In addition, our simple
wavefunctions properly dissociate to ground state
methylenes. enabling us to examine the singlet-triplet splitting as a function of R_ From t&is study
emerges a conceptual model in which the importance of maintaining the triplet character in the
methylene fragments is seen to pIa:? a key role.
The model predicts an antiferromagnetic Heisenberg spectrum at long R, with a singIet ground
state that persists until very short R, where the
splitting approaches 2KxY_ Hunds ruIe does not
apply until R is 02 A shorter than R,, where
2 K_, is large enough to compensate for thenresidual TT $ngIet stabilization_
We have been aware of the importance of maintaining optimal intraatomic exchange couphng in
transition-metal systems, Itiding
for example, to
the antiferromagnetic bon$ng
in Cr, ancl I+&+
[12], but were surprised tomfind a main-group
system for which the ground state is determined
by an analogous intrafragment couphug The importance of such effects may have been under-

-

:,-

estimated for non-me+
systems, and it. is hoped..
that the concepts presented here will be useful in 1
predicting and interpreting future occurrences~- :
F&y,
we want. to emphasize that the. d&a-[
tion from Htmd’s rule involves only- the static
electron correlation effect&implicit to a VB description; thus one need not think of this effect as .
arisirig from dynamic spin correlations_
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Appendis

At H&et&erg

couphng

Consider a system of N electrons divided into
two weakly interac-tig high-spin subsystems containing m ekctrons and n electrons. The total spin
S may have values from ! m - n 1/2 to (nz + n)/2
in unit increments_ We seek-to evaluate f(S)* the
coefficient of exchanging two one-electron spatial
orbitals, one from the m set and the other from
the n set By the Pauli principle, this is equivalent to evahtating the neggtive of the exchange
of the spin coordinates of *he two electrons,
which is equivalent to the spin operator -rij=
- 4 - 2si - si_ The _w of all exchanges among the
N=mfn
ekctronsis
<x(S)

I c - TjlXW>
i z-j

= <x(S)

1 c (-t-2+-4
C-j

Ix(s)>

=<x(~):i~~(-s)+~(si’)-~‘lx(~)>
= -i_N(N-l)r,t~N-s(St1)
= --N(N-

4)/4 - S(S

+ l)_

(A-1)

Each of the exchange coefficients between orbitals
-in the same set is -1, while each of the exchange
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coefficients between Orbit& in difftit
f(S). met sum o’aa exCh+~_is
(-l)[m(m-~i)/2+n(n-l)/2]

._

sets

:

is

-,.

+>(S&r?].~

-.

IA-3
Equating

the two ex@kssions

exchangei

j(S)=

kids

for-.&e- sum of .ali

to

__.

[-S(S&f(rn-i-n) +f(m-n)=]/m

The total energy (to fit

-.

(A.$

order) is

E(S)=E,,tE~~~-f(S)-r,,,

(A-4)

is the sum of all inn-a-set energies,
where E,,
ELT is the sum of all inter-set .Coulomb energies,
and rkti is the sum of all inter-set exchange
energies,

(A51
with rij defmed by (6) Comparing this result with
eq_ (lo), we see that the Heisenberg coupling constant .i is simply the average of all inter-set exchange energies:
J = ~,_/mn.

(A-6)

Appendix B: Cahxr!ational details
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